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FOREWORD 
LEE BENZAQUIN 
Hello and welcome to the third and final season of the Hambook! 
I can’t spoil all the surprises, but we’ve got a lot of good stuff 
coming up this year. 

I will tell you this much; the plan is to complete this year’s four 
issues and then put everything we’ve ever made into one huge 
book. This idea has been exciting me since we started the project. 
You’ll be able to hold in your hands one of the most thoughtful, 
insightful, and broad works on the topic of improvisation that I 
can think of. A book that represents a snapshot of what Chicago 
improv was like during the mid-2010s. 

We’ll make the book, probably sell it on some crowdfunding site, 
and if we end up with any profits, we’ll just donate everything to 
some cool charity. If you have any suggestions, email us! 

⚇ 

Personally, I’ve been doing a lot less improv than I was when I 
started this project. In the last few months, I’ve become a full-
time magician at the brand new Chicago Magic Lounge, which is 
both humbling and exciting (and very cool, no matter what my ex 
says on Twitter). 

I perform for a living now, and the nights I get off are usually 
spent relaxing and catching up with the people I love. I only im-
provise with one group; Tibula, based out of CIC Theater. 
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Interestingly, my Hambook co-editors Thomas and Sarah are 
also paring back their improv output. Thomas no longer per-
forms weekly with Sand (though he remains a member) and 
Sarah only performs with her iO team Mean Streak. 

Now, I can’t speak for either of them, but this refocusing has giv-
en my improv brain a new sense of clarity. I only get to do it once 
or twice a month now, so I really want to get everything I can out 
of it. By that, I mean I want to get out of improv the things I can 
only get from improv. I relish now more than ever the moments 
of having absolutely no idea what’s happening during perfor-
mance, something I never get to experience as a magician. I can’t 
think of any other place where an artist can create without having 
any clue what they’re doing. 

⚇ 

Doing magic full-time has also colored my opinion on the profes-
sional side of improvisation. Performers performing for a paying 
audience should be payed, no question. There is no excuse. And if 
you cannot afford to pay them, you had better learn their names 
quickly, and you had better thank them every damn time you see 
them, because they represent your brand and keep you in busi-
ness. 

I’m friends with a few different improv theater owners. One of 
them can’t afford to pay his performers, so instead he thanks 
them, watches their shows, offers his thoughts, and gives them 
drink tickets. Another theater owner can’t pay his performers, so 
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he introduces himself, thanks them, runs lights for their shows, 
and hosts big parties after hours that everyone is invited to. 

A few months ago, I had an interaction with an improv theater 
owner at a theater I used to perform at. She let herself into the 
green room and talked loudly while my group tried to focus be-
fore our show. She interrupted us and shouted, “What is this 
team? Will you be nervous if I watch your show?” and then 
turned and laughed to her friend, as though her stale presence 
should make young improvisers nervous. She had seen us before, 
but had forgotten. She never said thank you. This interaction lead 
to me leaving her theater a few weeks later. 

To all the improvisers who laugh every time a college improv fes-
tival introduces them as “professional improvisers;” unless you’re 
performing for an audience that didn’t pay, you are profession-
als. Don’t let anyone treat you as anything less. Certainly not your 
ex, or her Twitter account. 

⚇ 

This issue has some of my absolute favorite essays we’ve ever 
published. Meghan Babbe starts us off by revealing her per-
sonal struggle with expressing herself publicly. Mike Jimerson 
paints my favorite metaphor for scene work that I’ve ever had the 
pleasure of reading. Alice Stanley Jr. shares her thoughts on 
what performers should do when they find themselves in shows 
that have veered into a potentially offensive territory. Ollie 
Hobson looks back on his career in improv and shows fellow 
improvisers that most of us struggle with the exact same things. 
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Robel Arega shares his tips for letting go of the need to im-
press. Jet Eveleth and Scott Adsit sit down to discuss a per-
formance of theirs, and end up sharing insightful thoughts about 
their personal process. And Ted Tremper writes to himself 
from 8 years ago, sharing thoughts and insights that run the 
gamut from thoughtful, to heartbreaking, to hilarious. 

Some quick math shows me that we have already published 309 
pages of thoughtful work on the topic of improv. That’s more 
than either of the first two Harry Potter books. And we’ve got 
more on the way. 

Are you getting anything out of reading these? If so, consider two 
things: donating helps to keep the website running and to print 
hard copies, and spreading the word (whether in person or on 
social media) helps expand our audience and the whole purpose 
of this project. 

As always; read slowly, and take care. 
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SCREAMING IN MY 
FREEZER 

MEGHAN BABBE 
I grew up next door to a very beautiful girl. Her name was Christ-
ian and we would carpool to school and volleyball practice to-
gether. She was 5’10, blonde and gorgeous. When Christian and I 
first became friends we were in middle school and we had a lot in 
common. We both dressed pretty much the same, and had the 
same hairstyle—hair parted straight down the middle. She pulled 
it off. I did not. The gap between Christian and I widened as we 
got older. I remember the first day she picked me up for volley-
ball camp and she was wearing tiny spandex shorts. I could NOT 
get into that. “Well, if that is what you are comfortable in!” I in-
sisted as I climbed into the car wearing what can only be de-
scribed as the athletic version of khaki capris. Christian started 
wearing makeup and I started having my mom braid my hair. 
Two braids on either side of my head. Braids two days a week and 
then you can wear it down all crimp the rest of the week! Fellas, 
form an orderly line. 

Christian started having boys talk to her at her car after school 
and I started lying about having gotten my period. “Ugh yes, it 
sucks! And it only kind of hurts, right? I mean, that’s what mine 
is like, for sure. Welp, I’m off to be the oldest person at my tap 
class! I just took up tap! I’m 16!” 
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I knew that Christian was cool and I knew that I was not. But I 
spent YEARS pretending to know what she was talking about and 
liking what she liked. It. was. Exhausting. I liked wearing cartoon 
turtle t-shirts. I liked wearing a white tank top as a bra. I had fun 
doing tap! I liked myself. 

Flash forward fifteen years as a woman in comedy, I often feel 
like I’m back in that car riding shotgun while Christian talks to 
me about how hot Sean Patrick Thomas is in Save the Last Dance 
while I’m still focused on how cool Julia Styles’ combo of hip 
hop/ballet was during her Juilliard audition. As a feminist in 
comedy, I feel pressure to express myself and my beliefs in ways 
that at times, don’t feel authentic to me. 

I’ve been in Chicago doing comedy for the past 8 years and dur-
ing that time, a lot has changed in the world. One of these things 
has been, thankfully, more light shed on the inequality that exists 
for women in every field. But this has also brought about some 
unique challenges. Why has something I believe in so whole-
heartedly created so much complexity and ambivalence for me 
when it comes to my comedy? 

If fifteen year old me had been asked to describe her “personal 
brand” it absolutely would have included the phrase “animal 
friends.” Nowadays, being asked to do that is more painful than 
period cramps (It does hurt! Everyone lied to me!). The debate 
about how much of a person’s internet presence should contain 
political commentary, versus how much of it should be jokes or 
authentic reflections on how cute their friends are, is ongoing. 
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And as a feminist comedian, I feel all sides of this debate/pres-
sure immensely. What’s the correct ratio? Should 1 out of every 3 
posts be about feminism? What if it’s a day everyone else is post-
ing about a certain topic? Why do we say “suck my clit” when that 
sounds like a pretty horrible thing to have happen to you and 
shouldn’t we be using that phrase to better educate people about 
how to actually stimulate a clitoris? These are the questions I ask 
myself. 

If I don’t incorporate feminism into my brand, am I not partici-
pating in these important conversations? I left Facebook two 
years ago when the comedy community in Chicago was calling 
out the years of abuse and harassment that had been plaguing it. 
I deleted Facebook not so that I could tell people I did it at par-
ties and they’d shout, “Good for you,” as they carried me from 
room to room on their shoulders, giving me money which was 
great but also respect which was better, but because I felt totally 
overwhelmed. I couldn’t get online everyday without feeling a 
sense of dread and sadness. If I really posted my feelings, it 
would have just been long videos where I screamed in my freezer. 
But what of the likes? 

I feel like if I don’t adopt feminism as a clear part of my “personal 
brand” that I am not participating in an important conversation. 
I feel like if I don’t weigh in on every issue or news story that I’m 
not making it clear where I stand. While the conversation extends 
in feminism, I think we can all recognize that the important work 
in intersectionality can be done away from Instagram stories. 
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If you had asked 15 year old me how she would describe herself it 
would definitely been, “Hermione as a Dixie Chick”. Answering 
that question now is much more complicated but still contains 
some version of the Dixie Chicks. While expressing feminism on-
line can sometimes feel like a performance, there is pressure to 
carry that over into reality. Take the character you are perform-
ing online and bring her to life. 

There is a rise of coveted titles like “bad bitch” or “kween” and 
while, like Christian referring to senior guys as “yummy”, it 
seems freaking awesome, I don’t know that it is authentic to who 
I am. But I hate the feeling of being stuck between either being a 
“bad bitch” or a “boring bitch.” That the way I may choose to ex-
press myself isn’t just a weakness, it is what makes me uninter-
esting. And if the internet has taught us anything, it’s that we 
should all be very, very interesting.  

I have a nephew who is 2½ (follow me on all platforms for 
adorable nephew content) and the other day after a bath he was 
walking around with a hand mirror when he discovered that he 
could use the mirror to look at his own ass. This delighted him 
and while I laughed at him at the time, it is exactly how I have felt 
trying to navigate a way to post FEMINIST CONTENT that is artic-
ulate but funny and somehow different from what everyone else 
is saying. And to be honest, what he was doing looked like a lot 
more fun. Christian is doing well. She lives in Las Vegas and is 
married with kids. She appeared in the background of a Real 
World episode once. She looked very cool. More than that, she 
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looked like herself. I hope that whenever women take the stage 
they can feel like themselves, in whatever that means to them. If 
you feel pressure to perform feminism based on how you’ve seen 
it performed, shed that feeling of responsibility because if you are 
truly a feminist person, you’ll always be a feminist improviser, 
however that looks and sounds. 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TO IMAGINATION TOWN 
AND BACK 

MIKE JIMERSON 
I was introduced to improv when I was 28. My wife (girlfriend at 
the time!) was designing a poster for the Kansas City Improv Fes-
tival, and she suggested that this might be something I’d be into. 
Cary connected me with a woman who took me along to what she 
called ‘Fight Club,’ just a judgment-free improv fuckaround kind 
of thing. I had never done anything like this, and when the group 
formed a circle and starting warming up with Where Have Your 
Fingers Been, I was genuinely horrified and embarrassed; that 
feeling of where the fuck am I, I want to be home RIGHT NOW. 
However, a couple of finger scenes deep, I began to sing along 
and by the time it got around to me I was frothing a good 20 
decibels louder than anyone. It took me a minute to let my guard 
down, stop being judgmental and just do something fun. This is 
where it started for me. Like a housecat whose pupils dilate wild-
ly before a pounce, I think I was just gobsmacked by the scope of 
this silly game. Sure, we were adults singing about our fingers, 
but our fingers could be anything, anywhere we could imagine. It 
was wonderfully liberating and playful. Childlike, even. 

In the following year I started playing with Comedy City (a for-
mer Sportz franchisee) and shortly after branching out into the 
small but devoted long-form scene in town. At this point in my 
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nascent improv experience, my scene work was all kinds of idea-
based. Some kind of gamey improv-joust where players smashed 
ideas together and if anybody got out alive we deemed it a suc-
cess. Outrageous, fantastical characters (caricatures, to be sure) 
and scenario-heavy initiations required an effort on the part of us 
players that led to hit-or-miss results. I really had no understand-
ing of why some scenes felt great and others lacking; no analyti-
cal grasp of what made the fun ones fun. 

About a year into this I had the opportunity to take a workshop 
with TJ Jagodowski, and what really stuck with me after that 
workshop is that scenes at their core, no matter what, are really 
just people talking to each other. It also clarified for me, though 
in words I wouldn’t have used at the time, that great scenes are 
built in front of an audience, not delivered to them. 

An exercise that I have shamelessly stolen from TJ and used 
many many times called Great Party Last Night will help me 
elaborate on what I mean by ‘built’ vs ‘delivered.’ Great Party is 
extremely simple: one person stands at a sink, neutral. The sec-
ond person enters and says, “Great party last night.” A scene fol-
lows. That’s it! So much can be conveyed in that one line, a line 
that is totally neutral on paper. So, obviously, it isn’t what the 
person says in this case, but how they said it. 

In one memorable example a few years ago, Person A paused be-
fore delivering it, looking rather longingly at the door jamb and 
the surrounding imagined room. The immediate sense was that 
these two people are leaving their home. It was simple, emotional 
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and sincere. This moment breathed to life in front of players and 
audience alike. This is what I mean by built; the scene emerged 
line by line. It takes shape in real time in front of all of us. 

In my earlier frenzy of imagination, I had been quick to set the 
stage, to paint the scene, to bring my imagined image to life. I 
would initiate, for example, as a troll perched in the entrance of a 
cave “Beware, brave knight, all who enter here are doomed. What 
brings you to my cave?!” Sure, this is imaginative in the sense 
that trolls don’t exist, but it places undue importance on what we 
are doing. It is basically declaring to your fellow players AND the 
audience, “This is where and who we are! Now that we’ve cleared 
that up, let’s behave in a way that serves this setting.” It puts the 
focus on the details and information of the scene; the what. The 
improvising that follows simply justifies those details. I certainly 
won’t say that it is impossible for this scene to be funny—funny 
people are funny people—but I will say it would be hard to make 
it interesting. 

This is what I mean when I say that scene’s aren’t delivered: it’s 
not a series of ideas and premises laid out and then fulfilled by 
solid improvising. It’s not what you are doing. It is how you are 
doing it. 

In the Great Party example, it is how Player A paused and looked 
at the door jamb, and how they said, “Great party last night.” Her 
scene partner and the audience knew immediately that it was a 
great party. That it was bittersweet. That these two people are 
leaving their home and the previous night was the last hurrah. All 
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with one line that said, on paper, none of that. This approach 
puts the focus on the emotional states of the characters and how 
they are to one another; their behavior. No one at this point actu-
ally knows what the relationship is–it hasn’t been explicitly 
spelled out–but we’re in the ballpark. The tender initiation, how 
it was delivered, tells us these two are close, vulnerable to each 
other. We don’t know for sure if BOTH people are actually leav-
ing, but Person A is. It isn’t critical for the players or the audience 
to know this right away to understand the truth of the scene. And 
now we’re at the point where details serve the scene. They serve 
to specify and expand upon that truth. Whereas in the cave ex-
ample details and information dictate the content of the scene, 
here they become tools used at the actor’s discretion to add defin-
ition and clarity as needed. 

Please suffer this over simplified example; imagine a scene is like 
making a painting. The Perched Troll scene is essentially present-
ing an imaginative piece of line art and inviting a partner to help 
color it in. Both players already know what the image is, and the 
audience already knows what the image is; you clearly presented 
it at the top. Now, the audience is going to watch you color in this 
image. Troll Person B may choose a whacky, unexpected color for 
a segment of the image which excites the audience, but for the 
most part this painting consists of players coloring in the drawing 
that Troll Person A delivered. The success of this scene is ‘mea-
sured’ by the degree to which the promise of the delivered draw-
ing was met by the coloring. In fact, a boring drawing will yield a 
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boring colored-in drawing. This whole scene depends on the 
IDEA the initiator brought with them. 

The Great Party canvas, however, is blank, and the players start 
with color. Party Person A (PPA) adds a splotch, then Party Per-
son B (PPB) adds a splotch in response to what PPA added. PPA 
begins to see a form coming to life and adds a line to give it defin-
ition. This specificity further informs PPB’s next addition, and so 
on and so forth between the two until, color by color, line by line, 
they have built a painting together that no one had expected. 

The colors in this simile represent the emotional choices and be-
havior of the characters. The lines represent details and informa-
tion. In the Troll example, the colors fulfill what is prescribed by 
the details. In the Party example, the details provide clarity and 
specificity to the colors and are used at the discretion of the play-
ers. 

PPA looking longingly around the imagined room: 
 Color splotch  
PPA pausing to appreciate her hand on this familiar door jamb: 
 Color splotch 
PPA “Great party last night”: 
 Color splotch 
PPB smiling sweetly, looking around the room; “It really was”: 
 Color splotch 
PPA “Damn, I’m going to miss it here”: 
 Line of definition 

We already sensed someone was leaving by how these characters 
were behaving. This statement confirms what the situation is.  
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And here is what I mean by details being ‘used at the discretion of 
the players.’ PPB has been gifted with the detail that PPA is “go-
ing to miss it here.” She’s leaving. PPB can choose to add more 
color here by giving her a hug, saying something about his own 
feelings, etc., or he may also choose to add a line of definition 
that will further clarify their situation: 

“Well, hon, six-to-ten years isn’t such a long time.” 
“I wish the army would just let you work from home.” 
“I’m going to miss you too, but trolls and knights just weren’t 
made to be together.” 

Each of these lines are super heavy with the weight of attempted 
humor, but I just wanted to illustrate that as these two players fo-
cus on how they are feeling and how they are behaving, the defin-
ing details can be whatever they want. But even after further in-
formation is added—ESPECIALLY after further information is 
added—this scene’s heart is in that first sincere moment where a 
woman was sad to be leaving home. 

I personally struggle to play this way. I try my best to just come 
into a scene with a feeling or a state of mind; to focus on how my 
character is feeling, but I definitely struggle with that need for 
clarity. It’s hard to come in with a strong choice without knowing 
the context. 

You see this all the time in scenes. I saw this in a show I was 
watching last night: Two people step out on stage. One person 
grabs a chair and the other follows suit. They sit quietly for a 
moment looking at each other, reading each other’s faces. “The 
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pizza is good here.” This is information. They are only establish-
ing that they are in a restaurant. A moment passes. “Let’s get piz-
za, then.” This is tentative. I think this player is hesitant to make 
a choice out of politeness or a fear that he will negate a choice his 
partner has made, so really this line offers no color nor defini-
tion. Another beat. “Your mother tells me you’re seeing 
someone.” And now there is relaxation. These last pieces of in-
formation have finally set the scene and Person A can decide 
what kind of father he wants to be and Person B what kind of son. 
The dialogue picks up rapidly. They get to work coloring it in. 
This turned out to be really fun and enjoyable scene, but the peo-
ple thirty seconds in really didn’t resemble the people at the top. 
Thirty seconds in, the dad is wounded and jealous. The son is 
embarrassed by his dad’s raw neediness. 

I try to think, “How can I start scenes in these places?” If I can be 
wounded or jealous in how I behave, it won’t matter where or 
who I am or what I’m doing. My partner and I likely won’t get to 
an ‘Ex-wife is seeing someone new’ type scene if I don’t explicitly 
state it, but if I merely behave wounded and jealous then the de-
tails of my situation will be revealed to my partner and me 
through an exciting discovery process. 

But that need for context and information, that I so very much 
feel myself, is difficult to push through. That’s what makes expe-
rienced players or ensembles so wonderful to watch. A scene be-
gins, and it’s like opening a door and finding people in the middle 
of a conversation. You don’t know exactly what they’re going on 
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about, but you get a sense of who they are and, more importantly, 
who they are to each other. 

And that is what is fascinating. Your curiosity is piqued. Your 
imagination is engaged. In life, you never know everything. 
You’re always grabbing for clues to determine a coworker’s mood, 
or looking ‘in between the lines’ for meaning in an interaction. 
Our brains are ALWAYS trying to glean meaning from the vari-
ous streams of information flowing into them. In watching excel-
lent improvisers put a scene together line by line, we’re ALL do-
ing that! The improviser and the audience member are trying to 
understand the context. They need it! But the improviser, trust-
ing that the lines of definition will present themselves as needed, 
foregoes that need for clarity and focuses on how they feel and 
how their partner’s actions make them feel. 

As an audience member, I LOVE watching this kind of work. The 
scenes are literally alive. The improvisers are listening hungrily; 
each word matters. And you can see in their faces the honest im-
pact each line has. That’s what makes these scenes ring true. 
That’s what makes these characters and these reactions honest. 
Watching this kind of work forces my imagination to fill in the 
bits I don’t yet know. I am more invested in what is happening, as 
I can’t help but try to discern the specifics. It’s people-watching, 
but I am in the room. 

And that’s just it. It’s people. People talking. For all of my imagin-
ing in my early improv days, for all the impossible scenarios and 
faraway places that I thought were exciting, human behavior is by 
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a factor of a million the hardest thing to get right and absolutely 
the most important. It is the imagination of my favorite impro-
visers that make them delightful, surprising and funny in their 
own way, but it is their insight and understanding of human be-
havior that makes them great. 

Nine years ago in Kansas City, my journey started with me prob-
ing outward. What is out there? What amazing places can we 
bring to life? What interesting, singular characters can we unlock 
in the uncharted haze or our imaginations? And now, after thou-
sands of joyful hours, high highs and low lows, my scope has nar-
rowed considerably: “How do I feel?”  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DESTROYING THE 
SCENE ON PRINCIPLE 

ALICE STANLEY JR. 
Last month in a Baby Wants Candy (the full improvised musical) 
show, the title suggestion was “Harry Pothead.” Naturally, thus 
began an hour of kush and Hagrid jokes. It was an audience 
homerun with a plethora of weed and/or magic puns to pull from 
for songs and bit characters. And then, right at the end of the 
show, after Voldemort had been murdered and everyone was 
blazin’, someone established the last Horcrux was Harry’s virgini-
ty. I didn’t particularly love this move, but “yes, and” or whatev-
er; it had been said, so we had to honor it and get to that closing 
number. But then my teammate realized (and said aloud) that we 
had already been established as third year students—making 
Harry thirteen years old. Although we were poised to end the 
whole shebang in mere minutes, the show came to a screeching 
halt as Hermione fumbled with her time turner, Harry cast a spell 
to make himself 20, Ron noted no one else was of age, and finally 
we all did a magic incantation to grow up. It was horribly messy, 
not funny, and certainly tarnished what had been an easy A of a 
show. Probably, since adults were playing these kids, if Harry and 
Draco had just boinked, we sang, and the lights went out, no one 
would have left the theatre thinking about statutory rape. But, 
maybe someone would have. So was the ugly politically correct 
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literal song and dance worth it? Yes; it is essential to present the 
highest social consciousness on stage, even at the expense of hu-
mor. 

If you’re an improviser, you’ve been in a made-up ethical 
quandary before. There are certainly some real-ass comedian 
creeps out there, but more often, we’re on stage making it up and 
sometimes make mistakes. Last year I was playing Genres at Im-
provAcadia, a short-form theatre in Maine, with mostly newbie 
tourist audiences. At some point, we switched from a romantic 
comedy to Indiana Jones, and I decided to have my face melt off. 
It wasn’t, you know, an award-winning move, but that’s what I 
thought of as a person who has never seen any Indiana Jones 
movies. When the scene switched again, I became an ugly burn 
victim in a drama. My Inner Correctness Monologue started 
whirring as the game neared close. I couldn’t have this person 
“lose.” What if someone out there was disfigured? In a totally 
boring and gross way I practically screamed, “But I’m so glad you 
love me just the way I am!” and squeezed my scene partner be-
fore the host could call the game. It was a super weak button, but 
oh well. So. Get. Freaking. This. We came back from intermission 
and as I was introducing 185, I, for the first time, looked at the 
front row. A man with severe burns all over his face was staring 
up at me. I felt validated by my choice to ham-handedly go for 
heartfelt in my previous scene. 

I’ve noted when other players tank moments for the good of the 
context.  During a Second City Mainstage set a couple years ago I 
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remember someone creating a scene where an actor was sup-
posed to be some guy’s sidepiece, and although it sort of negated 
the set-up, she just berated him for cheating on his wife. Honest-
ly, she was so ridiculously aggressive, it became not only more 
feminist but also probably ten times funnier than a typical scene 
about a girl asking some dude to break-up his relationship. I re-
member watching the little indie team Jane Barb at the Chicago 
improv co-op The Playground many moons ago. Shelby Jo 
Plummer was playing a pregnant woman. She was about to walk 
out of a room, and Jesse Kendall told her to take care since she 
was a mother. Shelby stopped the flow of the scene to correct, 
“Not technically yet. Not until the baby is actually born.” It was 
out of character for her character to get into nit-picking details of 
“motherhood,” but that’s a misconception that impacts pro-
choice conversations. She had to take the opportunity to get the 
correct vocabulary into an audience of 50 people’s brains and ran 
with it. This weekend, I played a show with Bri Fitzpatrick, who 
established a group of girls on stage as K-Pop stars. I started do-
ing peace signs and gave myself a high-pitched voice. A teammate 
frankly and overtly laid on, “Yes, we’re an all-white K-Pop 
group.” Phew. None of us were offensively donning improv yel-
lowface. Bri even gleefully added, “This is appropriation!” making 
the joke of the scene our characters’ ignorant whiteness and not 
insulting impressions. I applaud these as the right moves to 
make. 

There are roughly 100,000 improv scenes a day in Chicago. I 
think comedy will survive if some of them fail in the name of 
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something better.  From my perspective, it’s always worth it. I’d 
rather 200 people walk away from a show thinking it was fine 
than 199 people walk away from a show ecstatic and one person 
wonder why their trauma was a joke. Of course, the boundaries of 
appropriateness aren’t always so obvious, and enacting a clean-
up isn’t always so simple. 

Last year, I was playing Whirled News Tonight, the long-running 
iO show that gets its suggestions from audience members’ 
clipped out newspaper articles. We got a story that mentioned a 
political figure embezzling money. Then, in almost a throwaway 
line, the article mentioned this guy was also a pedophile. So John 
Patrick Cohen came out as a pompous dude who would talk 
about finances and occasionally also toss in “Iwannafuckaboy.” 
Honestly, it was a brilliant characterization of the article, but I 
was on high alert to pedophilia that week. A friend of mine had 
just opened up about being molested by a neighbor during his 
middle school years. The audience was rolling, but to me, the 
scene was not funny. I decided to tag in as the manager of the 
store and say JPC’s character had been caught saying “Iwanna-
fuckaboy” on the intercom, and we called the police. I don’t re-
member exactly how, but in a semi-satirical move the other em-
ployees defended him. The scene was funny, and truly so out-
landish I know it was no one’s intention to protect a fictional pe-
dophile. But I walked away praying no one with an abuse history 
was in the crowd. Maybe I should have yelled over everyone. 
Maybe I should have taken out handcuffs myself. I was only a sit-
in, but maybe I should have wrecked that scene. 
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On the other hand I’ve seen some of the best navigation of diffi-
cult issues ever in Whirled News since, dang, audiences can offer 
up some difficult articles as a prompts. This summer I began lit-
erally sweating reading an article the audience had left me. The 
piece was about how trans people get catcalled and murdered so 
often. I had no idea how anyone on cast was going to deal with 
the content. Then Brooke Breit came out and announced she 
would no longer be “Trans”—a member of the Trans Siberian Or-
chestra, and you bet someone was right there to catcall her about 
her clarinet. It was perfection. Last week we got an article about 
high schoolers with cancer getting to use medical marijuana. I 
was weighing whether or not it would be ethical to play a high 
schooler with cancer when Brett Lyons stormed on stage with, 
“Principal Smith, we’ve got a problem. There are twenty-five stu-
dents claiming to have cancer in my office.” Masterful! 

Walking the appropriateness line is always going to be a chal-
lenge of improv. We’re making up entire complex worlds and 
people second to second. We’re gonna say things that offend peo-
ple. However, if they’re offensive viewpoints we don’t believe or 
mean, I hope we start leaning more into supporting the hypothet-
ical audience that might be affected instead of the scene work. 
Perhaps some may say, “But what about supporting our 
partners?” To that I would say, if I did something offensive, my 
partner supporting that is not supporting me. My partner holding 
me to a higher standard is. And over time, it will feel less contra-
dictory and more welcomed—if we all agree to such benchmarks. 
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There are multitudes of other related problematic scenarios we 
can consider in the same vein. Let’s consider “wrecking the 
scene” when you’re not in it. It seems rude (and honestly just so 
extra) to heckle an improv team, but if you’re in the audience, 
and someone is up there being an insensitive ding dong, I think 
you should interrupt! Booing is a lost art form. If you don’t inter-
act honestly with the performance, what the heck is the point of 
seeing live theatre? Furthermore, if you’re uneasy, chances are, 
some other less boisterous person in the crowd is probably feel-
ing the same way. Probably someone onstage is feeling just as 
queasy as you are. If I were in a show and a cast member crossed 
a line, I’d be relieved if, during notes, my team had a jumping off 
point to address the problem. It’s difficult to prove, “Hey, team-
mate, the audience didn’t like your racial slur joke,” if they 
laughed. If audience offered stony silence and an audible, “Oh, 
hell no,” my teammate might be more receptive to future sensi-
tivity. And what if the hecklers themselves are the problem? Well, 
then, break the scene and address it head on, too. 

In a perfect world, it’s not that improv would never address of-
fensive content, it’s that it would be couched in complexity, as 
part of a dialogue about complicated ideas, or as clear-cut satire. 
But in our non-perfect world we seem to have two acceptable op-
tions: avoid offensive content or confront it with the utmost care. 
Period. 

I’ll close with an anecdote about my 5B class at iO. A woman was 
in a montage scene where she just didn’t know what was happen-
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ing. You know those scenes. Someone has established you’re on 
the moon, and someone else didn’t hear and thinks everyone is a 
waiter at Buca di Beppo. Someone else has announced they’re 
blind. This woman just yelled, “And SCENE,” and ran out of the 
mess. Honestly, it was a relief. The show goes on. 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THE 5 PHASES OF AN 
IMPROVISER 

OLLIE HOBSON 
I registered for my first improv class seven years and five months 
ago. I know this because I just searched my Gmail account with 
the words, “second city receipt”. And there, nestled between My-
space friend requests and Ebay user agreements, is documenta-
tion of what I consider a major turning point in my life: 

Oct 25, 2010 4:06 PM  
From: <chicago_tc_info@secondcity.com> 
 
 Total Charges: $331.00 
 Total Payments: $331.00 
  Thank you for registering! 

Being a sentimental person, I would say that the spending of that 
$331 changed my fucking life! Being a realistic person, I would 
say that it helped validate my desire to drink at bars six nights a 
week and barely put stock into planning things ever again. In ac-
tuality, it’s both. 

Amidst the following pages you will find these two perspectives 
entangled, occasionally talking over one another to make contra-
dictory points. And as I share my personal experiences with im-
prov in Chicago and the community that surrounds it, I would 
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encourage you to hold in the back of your mind that all of this 
was written from the viewpoint of a thirty-two year old middle 
class white man who has been privileged enough to spend the 
most recent seven odd years of his life learning, analyzing, and 
obsessing over the art of improvisation. It has not made me cool. 
It has not made me unique. But it is through this lens that I will 
attempt to convey the Phases of an Improviser. 

I. THE PREREQUISITE 
 (The life that leads to the first class) 
My mother Claude had been insisting that I apply to graduate 
programs to pursue painting, which I had studied in undergrad 
three years prior. Having finally grown tired of my steadfast re-
sistance to such an arduous endeavor, she sternly offered up a 
more palatable request, “Look Ollie, if you just sign up for a night 
class at a local college, I will pay for the first one.” 

At this time I was working as a barback at a cocktail lounge and 
had been uninspired to paint since graduating. Instead, I was 
spending all of my creative energy writing and recording suspi-
ciously angsty music in mine and my roommate Matt’s makeshift 
recording studio. I had recently completed work on what I be-
lieved to be my masterpiece; a five track singer-songwriter-y EP 
that my friends and family would later describe as, “fun”, “pretty 
good”, and, “I think your singing is out of tune on a couple 
songs”. In my eyes, it was a piece of art that aptly portrayed my 
romantic malaise, and I felt quite confident it would either be 
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hugely successful or help me attract my first girlfriend since high 
school. It did neither. 

What it did do was completely burn me out creatively. The return 
on investment was so devastatingly low that I transitioned from 
being a lonely yet hopeful soul, to a lost and depressed one. My 
artistic drive had always been the thing to usher my life forward 
in moments of uncertainty, and with it now burning at an all time 
low, I was subconsciously searching for some kind of spark. 

In a last ditch effort to promote my EP, I decided I needed to do 
what actual musicians do and start playing shows. The issue was 
that I suffered from terrible stage fright and was incredibly self-
conscious about my singing voice. I don’t remember how, but I 
had somehow gotten it in my head that perhaps an improv class 
could help with this. So, in response to my mother’s proposition, 
I countered, “How about an improv class at Second City?”. 

II. NOVICE 
 (First class — 2 years) 
As I approached the classroom, my palms began to sweat and my 
heart began to pound. My stage fright was already rearing its ugly 
head. What am I doing? I’m gonna embarrass myself. I should 
just leave. I don’t know why I’m even here. For five minutes I 
paced up and down the hallways of Piper’s Alley trying to psych 
myself up to walk inside. If not for a classmate asking me, “Is this 
the right room for Level A?”, I might never have gone in. 
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Once inside, it became quite clear that everyone else was feeling 
just as uncomfortable and anxious as I. This was surprisingly 
comforting; I began to relax. Our teacher was warm and energetic 
and unquestionably eccentric. He taught us silly games and exer-
cises that all had stupid names like Zip, Zap, Zop or Bippity, Bip-
pity, Bop. The core lesson of most of these exercises was to pay 
attention to one another, or to agree, or to be okay if things went 
wrong. These are rather simple concepts, but when repeatedly 
taught to a group of adults looking for direction in their lives, 
they become incredibly empowering. I was hooked immediately. 

As the weeks went on, my classmates and I began to follow up 
our new education with a few drinks at one of two nearby bars to 
either discuss what we were learning or just to socialize and 
drink. One gentleman in the class had a friend who managed a 
late night karaoke bar. Thus, “Let’s do karaoke!” became a weekly 
phrase. More often than not, a night of class ended when we all 
stumbled onto the street at 4am. 

Sometimes before heading to the bars, we would catch the Sec-
ond City Mainstage improv set that happened right after our class 
was over. I would often laugh so hard that my stomach would 
ache. It felt like some kind of medicine I was finally getting my 
prescription for. It was tremendously addictive. 

I believe this is how people get bit by the improv bug. On top of 
meeting new people and bonding over a common interest, you 
are learning the basics of an art form and then immediately going 
to watch that art form being performed by seasoned veterans. 
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There is some skewed connection you find in what you’re learn-
ing to do and what you are seeing them do. To your currently un-
trained eye, it looks like the two are not particularly far apart. 
You don’t realize that the people you are watching have been 
learning and honing their craft for nearly a decade, oftentimes 
more! Shortly after performing one of my first class’ graduation 
shows, I remember earnestly thinking, I think I know just about 
all there is to this! 

III. AMATEUR 
 (2 years — 4 years) 
Every time I have ever thought I knew everything about anything 
in my life, it was because I was only seeing that thing from a sin-
gular perspective. All it took was me shifting a few steps in any 
direction for things to look foreign again. There is always another 
perspective. 

Like most people who finish the training center at Second City, I 
decided to continue my education by enrolling in another improv 
program called iO; a seven level program focused on teaching the 
theater’s signature form The Harold. One of the main benefits of 
taking classes at a program like this, is that as a student, you are 
allowed free access to see practically any show at the theater. This 
is a wonderful benefit for anyone who is a big loser or a huge 
nerd. 

And with regards to improv, I just so happen to be both. While 
going through classes at iO, I must’ve watched shows 5-7 nights a 
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week. I absolutely loved watching improv. There was something 
about it that was so exciting to me. It was funny, it was unpre-
dictable, it was impressive, it was strange, and of course, it was 
always different. 

Hey, while I’m here watching comedy, I might as well have a 
beer! Another major selling point of pursuing improv is that it is 
socially acceptable to drink every night of the week. Don’t mind if 
I did! Did I mention I worked at a bar? I have always felt com-
fortable in an improv theater because it is basically just that: a 
bar. Except, instead of having to talk to people, one can just sit 
back as others make shit up. As an introvert who prefers to sit 
calmly while people socialize around me, this was right up my al-
ley. 

While friendships blossom and drinking habits grow, there is an 
unsuspecting facet to this whole “improv thing” that begins to 
creep its way into the mindset of an aspiring improviser. It is the 
notion of “making a team”; the idea that through either the grad-
uation of an improv program, or through their holding of audi-
tions, you might be selected to join one of their house ensembles. 
The benefits of this miraculous feat are as follows: continued ed-
ucation with a select group of your peers, regular opportunities to 
perform at said theater, and validation. Validation is the under-
stated benefit here. For, at this point you have probably invested 
several years and several thousands of dollars learning, watching, 
and thinking about improv. In order to continue onward, one 
must feel that they have been correct in their pursuit. In improv 
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especially, the confidence to believe that you belong can be in-
credibly beneficial to the actual quality of your improvisation (not 
to mention your mental wellbeing). 

If you are not fortunate enough to make one of these teams, you 
can’t help but feel slighted and misjudged. This is normal and is 
often a defense mechanism to avoid giving up altogether. Many 
aspiring improvisers quit here. It’s a harsh reality, but as with 
any creative field, there is inevitably some natural selection that 
seems to take place. Perhaps it is to ensure that only the really 
tortured souls continue on; those who are crazy enough to spend 
all of their free time obsessing over something whose cultural 
significance primarily lives in their minds. I am both proud and 
ashamed to be one of these people. 

Through a combination of advice and experience, I have found 
that the most helpful thing during times of rejection or doubt in 
the improv world is to be honest with what you are trying to get 
out of it. If you are doing improv because it is fun and brings you 
joy, then Hey! No time is wasted! If you are doing it to get on 
Saturday Night Live, then Hey! That’s a great goal, but there is a 
high likelihood you’re gonna be awfully disappointed! Most 
people’s motivation seems to fall somewhere in between these 
two extremes. Still, I have seen people (myself included) wrap up 
all sorts of absurd expectations into the journey of learning how 
to artfully play make believe. All this tends to do is create bitter-
ness toward other improvisers, theaters, or oneself. Over time, I 
have been able to avoid this regrettable side effect by reminding 
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myself that some of the highlights of my week are spent goofing 
around with friends and making an audience of strangers laugh. 
Aside from being incredibly therapeutic, it is also just a lovely 
way to spend my time. 

Now, what if you do make one of those teams? Well then, say hel-
lo to temporary euphoria! I liken it to your high school crush say-
ing they like you back. All that “hard work” paid off. The voice in 
your head that said you deserved this was fucking right! You are 
funny! You could even be the next Julie Worthington (a made up 
improviser, but that’s what any improviser’s name sounds like to 
people who don’t do improv)! Shortly after I had found out that I 
had made a Harold team, I proudly shared the news with a co-
worker. Their response was, “A what?” 

IV. IMPROVISER 
 (4+ years) 
As one of my improv teachers once told our class, “It takes about 
four or five years to become good at this”. I remember thinking, 
Well sure, probably for most people, but if I see shows every 
night of the week and perform regularly enough, I could proba-
bly get there in half the time. This is a common mentality. It is 
why many students in Chicago choose to go through two or three 
improv programs at the same time. It’s the belief that if one 
needs to learn A, B, and C, to obtain D, then surely one can ob-
tain D quicker if they just learn A, B, and C quicker. But, as with 
most aims in life, it doesn’t work that way. You have to experi-
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ment and fail. You have to learn the “rules”, forget the “rules”, 
learn them again, forget them again and find out how to have 
confidence in what you think is good. This is what takes so fuck-
ing long. This is called “finding your voice”. 

I have found that the best improvisers learn how to be comfort-
able without being lazy. Are able to listen without being unre-
sponsive. Are able to be bold without steamrolling. They have 
learned how to be completely and utterly in the moment, always 
willing to make an assumption based on what is immediately in 
front of them. And the only way to get to this point is to perform 
shows, and watch shows, and perform shows, and watch shows, 
and analyze them, and experiment, and keep trying to be better, 
and not worry so much, and have fun, and make a “choice”, and 
be loose, and realize every moment is new. Good fucking luck! 
Some people can do these things more intuitively based on their 
natural way of being. I would argue that most of the skill sets 
necessary to be a good improviser do not come instinctively to 
me, which is probably why I am still so fixated on improv all 
these years later. 

I have always considered myself a perfectionist. And while in past 
artistic undertakings, where that pursuit of perfection often left 
me feeling disheartened when things didn’t turn out the way I 
had planned, with improv, it is literally counterintuitive to have a 
preconceived notion of what the finished product should be. The 
goal is to fly by the seat of your pants, and the skill is making it 
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look as though you knew what was going to happen the whole 
time. This has been both spectacularly freeing and endlessly fun. 

IV-B. IMPROVISER/COACH/TEACHER 
 (7+ years) 
My favorite band (aside from The Beatles) is a band called Why?. 
When I first started listening to them, I instantly fell in love with 
their music but decided that their name was pretentious. Why 
Why?, I thought to myself. Everytime I revisited their albums, I 
was disturbed by how well thought out their music was and how 
generic their name was. 

A couple years ago, while reflecting on this, I was struck by a 
memory of an episode of Tiny Toon Adventures I had seen as a 
kid, wherein a parent is attempting to explain something to their 
child. When the parent has finished, the unsatisfied child coun-
ters by asking, “Why?”. The parent responds adequately, only for 
the child to press on; “Why?”. With every new explanation, the 
child demands to know more and more, until eventually, the par-
ent gets fed up and erupts with frustration. 

As a kid watching this, the concept was easily accessible; there is 
perhaps no definitive answer to the question of why, and thus, 
one could pose it endlessly. But now, reminiscing on it as an 
adult, the notion feels more profound. Perhaps Why? chose their 
name because their music is actually about the pursuit of the in-
tangible. Maybe to them, the quest for why is more about the ex-
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ploration of life than arriving at a conclusive answer (at least, this 
is what I now choose to believe). 

With regards to improv, I have found this same idea to be true. 
For instance, during an improv scene, an improviser could say 
something as basic as, “I’m tired”. A moderately healthy amount 
of information for us all to discover no doubt. However, by 
adding some form of why, they could uncover immeasurably 
more about that character. 

I’m tired (why?) because I had to work late last night (why?) 
because no one else could work the night shift (why?) because 
they were all at Donny’s birthday party. 

Now we know (or can assume) a ton about this character. They 
work late nights, their job is strenuous, they are low on the totem 
pole at work, and they perhaps weren’t even invited to Donny’s 
party (this is, by no means, the only way to flesh out a character 
in an improv scene, but I have found that using why is extremely 
helpful in discovering a character’s motivation or point of view). 

Questioning why has continually proven to me that the world is 
hardly ever black and white, but inherently grey. It has encour-
aged me to assess people not only by what they do, but also by 
why they do what the do. And it has compelled me to ask myself 
the same question. Why do I do what I do? 

More specifically, why do I, seven years and five months after my 
first class, still spend most of my free time trying to get better at 
an art form that is, in and of itself, not a profession? Am I doing it 
to learn skills which might help me become a professional actor, 
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writer, or comedian? Am I doing it because I love the experience 
of being in front of an audience; striving to make them laugh or, 
if I’m lucky, feel some other emotion? Am I doing it because I en-
joy creating something on the spot with other people? Am I doing 
it to make friends? Am I doing it because it is fun? Do I want to 
teach, so that I may pass on knowledge and skills that have been 
so beneficial to me and my life? Or am I doing it because it is an 
excuse to have a few drinks at bars six nights a week? 

At this point, it shouldn’t surprise you that the answer to all of 
these rhetorical questions is “yes”, and they are all reasons why I 
am here now, writing about a community and an art form that I 
feel so privileged to be a part of. Of all my creative undertakings, 
I have found improv to be the most challenging and most forma-
tive to my current view of the world. It has taught me to be more 
empathetic toward others and to be more confident in the way 
that I innately am. It has continually brought me moments of 
peace and humor in an often frustrating and unjust world. It has 
showed the perfectionist in me that nothing will ever be “perfect”, 
but if I can reduce the fear of failure, I might stumble upon some-
thing great and exciting. 

No matter how I look at it, the spending of that first $331 has un-
deniably changed my life for the better. And as long as the powers 
that be allow, I will continue performing with and learning from 
some of the funniest people I have ever known. 

Long live improv. Long live group mind. Long live Chicago. 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IT’S ALL IN YOUR 
HEAD 

ROBEL AREGA 
My hands are sweaty. Stomach feels like it’s dropping out of the 
bottom of me. I’m going into a small theater. Three years earlier, 
I made the trip up to Chicago from Urbana Champaign to watch 
friends open for Pimprov, the pimpest improv in all of Chicago. 
Back then, the theater was nothing but a blackbox with loose 2-
by-4s littering the floor, and to use the bathroom you had to cut 
across the stage between bits. Now, I was coming to CIC to per-
form in their weekly improv Jam, The Blender.  

I was new to the city and heard Jams were the way to get intro-
duced to the scene. It was horrible. The people running the Jam 
were wonderful, kind improvisors, taking time out of their busy 
schedule to make new people in the scene feel welcome! That was 
great! It was the implied competition between new improvisors 
that was horrible. 

Healthy competition is good in most cases. Adopt other people’s 
techniques, learn from experienced comedians, learn from 
friends, try to make your friends laugh harder than they make 
you laugh. Healthy, friendly competition. In this case, I felt zero 
friendly competition. I felt overwhelmed by the notion of NOT 
BEING FUNNY! I was officially in my head.  
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The phenomenon of “getting in your head” isn’t exclusive to im-
prov or any other performance. There are times men can’t per-
form sexually. We’ll call them impotent men, or iMan for short. 
Which causes everyone involved to get in their own head. Every-
one has their own narrative which might not be the reality of the 
situation, and starts them into this weird downward spiral of 
thought: 

INT. NICELY LIT BEDROOM – MIDNIGHT 

   iMAN (internal monologue)  
Oh man, was this my one shot with this 
person? 

   THEM (internal monologue)  
Oh man, what’s going on? Do they not wan-
na hook up? 

   iMAN (i.m.)  
Are they gunna be disappointed? 

   THEM (i.m.)  
Okay, he doesn’t wanna do this. What did 
I do? 

   iMAN (i.m.)  
Oh man, I hope they still think that I 
think that they’re hot! 

   THEM (i.m.)  
I’m still hot! I don’t care what they 
think! 

Without any discourse, the people have decided in their own 
heads that the situation is much worse than reality. iMan is ner-
vous and it gets in the way of his performance. The other person 
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has a feeling simplified to “WHAT THE I-MAN!?” But this is all 
in their own heads. They don’t know what the other is thinking. 
They could be thinking something completely different than what 
they think the other person is thinking.  

This is the same thing that happens in an ecosystem like Improv. 
When I find myself wanting to impress someone while doing im-
prov, whether it’s someone I admire in the scene, or someone I 
want to like me, that’s when I do the worst on stage. Those are 
the shows that I walk off the stage saying, “Sorry about that. I 
don’t know what I was thinking.”  

I’m just being honest. A lot of people do Improv for fun. What 
about the need to impress? Was it impressive? Were people im-
pressed? Did you leave a good impression? The need to impress 
your comedic peers is not mutually exclusive from your own per-
sonal enjoyment of Improv. Although, when you obsess over the 
impression you left, it only hinders your performance. 

Something comes over all performers when they feel as if they 
must be funny. The performer suddenly stops enjoying the per-
formance and becomes preoccupied with impressing the audi-
ence or strangers on stage. In the case of the Jam, I wanted to 
impress everyone. I wanted everyone to walk away thinking, 
“Wow, that guy is supes funny and good at making up stuff. Does 
he want to do comedy with me all the time?”  

When you care about who you’re impressing in improv, you com-
pletely forget about the most important thing: THE MOMENT, 
BRUH! That’s all we got with improv. Improvisors don’t go home 
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and write punchlines, Improvisors don’t write fleshed out stories, 
all Improvisors got is the moment to moment experience of live 
performance. If you’re worrying about disappointing your heroes 
or your peers than you’ll be in a different place than “the mo-
ment;” you’ll be “in your head”. 

How do we break this “fake hierarchy” we’re building up in our 
own heads? How do we combat the feeling of “the other” on an 
individual basis? How do we get out of our heads!? 

I can only tell you what I do to calm myself down and perform my 
best. Hopefully it helps you in the future. 

1. If I’m fan of someone, I let them know (I won’t be a creep 
about it [what’s a creep? You know…. Don’t be IT]). I think 
people are flattered when they hear other people like their 
work. We’re all just trying to make each other laugh and un-
derstand different experiences. Letting people know they’re 
doing a great job is encouraging for them to keep doing what 
they’re doing and great for me because then I get to go watch 
more great comedy! 

2. If I don’t have the confidence to be straightforward with 
someone I admire, I find it helps to take power away from the 
“heroes” I’ve built up in my head by asking them questions 
which make them seem human. “How was work?” “What do 
you do for a living?” This make me remember, “Oh! We’re 
adults! We both pay taxes! We both are about to make things 
up on a stage together!” which brings me to the next thing that 
helps me feel more comfortable… 
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3. I remind myself: Longform improv comedy is a very niche 
form of comedy, with a very specific fan base. It’s not for 
everyone. Thinking about this fact lowers the stakes in my 
head by a lot. I like to think about me explaining improv to an 
outsider to improv: 

INT. FLUORESCENT LIT CUBICLE – 5PM - FRIDAY 

   JENNA  
What are you doing this weekend? 

   ME  
Oh, I got a couple of comedy shows. Im-
prov shows. 

   JENNA  
Oh! That’s kinda like Stand Up, right? 

   ME  
Uhh… Not really. My group gets one word 
from the audience and then performs a 
show that’s all made up for 20 to 30 min-
utes. 

   JENNA  
Hmm… I like Stand Up. You should do more 
of that. 

   ME  
Cool. See you next week. 

4. I try to use the time in the greenroom before the show to relax 
with friends and fellow performers. Warm-ups are fine, I like 
them a lot, but sometimes you need that honest time with oth-
er performers. Relax, and enjoy the seconds before a show. 
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5. I like to talk to people about anything BUT comedy! It’s great! 
There are so many kinds of people doing this artform, from 
dog-walkers to people who code for IBM (yeah, they’re out 
there). We all have different perspectives! (Also, whenever I 
find myself only talking about comedy with other comedians 
or improvisor, that’s when I realize I need a HUGE break from 
improv. Live outside of the ins and outs of a theater.) 

6. Second City, iO, and the Annoyance are not the end all be all 
of comedy in the World, let alone Chicago. I’ve stepped out-
side the bubble of improv comedy in Chicago and it’s been 
amazing. I’ve felt stagnant in the Improv scene many times 
before; it comes in waves. I’m good at improv, I’m bad at im-
prov, I’m good at improv, I’m bad at improv. Another way to 
keep perspective for myself is to see the vast creative scene in 
Chicago (like theater acting, stand up, sketch, and on-camera 
acting).  

The freedom I feel from a clear head and clear motives makes me 
a better performer on stage. I’m not worried that I’ll say the 
wrong thing. That I’ll disappoint someone whom I admire. That 
the idea I want to explore on stage is stupid. All I care about is 
being stupid onstage and enjoying the time entertaining people 
(even if they like Stand Up better). 

Now, I’m at the Crowd running a Jam with my improv team Mrs. 
Housefire. I love these folks. They’re sweet, kind people. I never 
have the fear of judgement from any of them. There’s no fear that 
I’ll say the wrong thing. This trust is something earned. I know 
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they don’t want to hurt me on stage. I know they’ve my best in-
terest at heart, and I have theirs. 

I could see the hesitation on the new people’s faces. New impro-
visors on the scene that heard Jams were a great way of getting 
introduced to the improv scene. We’re in a theater that’s nothing 
but a blackbox with pages from books laminated to the floor, and 
to use the bathroom you had to just walk to the back (it can get 
stinky). I know Mrs. Housefire isn’t judging anyone, so what are 
these new faces afraid of? What is the hesitation? 

It’s all in their heads. 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JET & SCOTT 
JET EVELETH (FEAT. SCOTT ADSIT) 
Before iO West closed last month, I was lucky enough to have some stage 
time with one of my favorite people during the show Adsit and Eveleth. 
Scott Adsit is doing something right because he is a marvel on stage and 
off. As the evening closed Scott and I broke down our show. The thoughts 
he had really stuck with me and it contained some fantastic lessons, the 
kind of stuff I crave in pursuing this work. So I thought I’d continue the 
conversation with him and share it with all of you. 
Jet Eveleth: I learned a lot from our last show.  

Scott Adsit: Like what?  

JE: Like first of all, don't do three shows in a night. (Laugh) But 
really, if someone is playing from a place of having a want or de-
sire in the scene it takes an incredible amount of energy and fo-
cus, and I think a lot that energy and focus was used in my first 
two shows. To want something from the other character means 
that you need to not only identify it BUT then you have to actively 
pursue it. For me it takes much more energy to use real emotions 
and drives, than say just… using my wit. 

SA: For me, my wit comes through the corridor of emotion. The 
way I have come to play there is no wit without emotion. I played 
over the years in many different styles and now my comfort zone 
is just trying to find a real emotional response to something, and 
seeing if there is something funny in that, and not trying to make 
it artificial or just serving the joke. 
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JE: Watching work come from a human or emotional place con-
tinues to surprise me, but when humor emerges from a more 
cerebral or formulaic place, as jokes tend to, I feel like I am rarely 
surprised. 

SA: Yeah, I’m very aware of when I’m being witty and it distracts 
me. It’s like, oh this will be funny, or here is a joke waving at me 
from down the block and I can just run towards that. And that 
takes me out of being in a place of responding. Then my pursuit 
isn’t from something from my partner, it’s from the joke itself. I 
want something from the joke. It’s a response to my cleverness. 
So I pursue the joke instead of pursuing my want from my part-
ner and sometimes that works really well but it also distracts me. 
Suddenly I’m Scott Adsit getting a cleaver laugh from an appre-
ciative audience instead of Johnny getting kicked by Jane or 
whatever I want from my partner.  

JE: It’s why I only play with certain people. If someone is going 
to play for the joke, it often plays outside or against the want, be-
cause it pulls the rug out from the reality. The want of a character 
thrives in reality. 

SA: People respond to honesty. Different scenes require different 
ways to play it but I think it’s only an honest response that gets a 
satisfying or memorable laugh. 

JE: Yeah. And there is type of laugh that I don’t want. There is a 
distinct quality to every kind of laugh and there is one that if I 
hear it, it feels cheap to me, like I’m doing something wrong. 
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SA: Because you are educating the audience with how you play, 
teaching them what to respond to. If you feed them junk food 
that’s all their going to want, like the film Super Size Me. That 
guy ate nothing but McDonalds for a month so his body craved 
nothing but McDonalds. It’s the same in comedy. If you just feed 
the audience dick jokes or easy puns, then that is what they are 
going to consume and expect and that is what they will be looking 
for so the subtle humor about the human condition will pass 
them by because they are looking for the easy, sugary, greasy 
joke.  

JE: When I go for the simple joke, I want to take that moment 
back and play the truth instead. But the longer I do this work, the 
more I catch myself before I throw that parade candy out to the 
audience. It takes focus to avoid going for the easy joke, in order 
to tap into something deeper. And you have to be able to go 
awhile without a laugh. That’s hard. 

SA: If you treat everything honestly, you can go a long time with-
out getting a laugh and then when that laugh does come, it’s 
meaningful. If you are playing well, from an honest place and the 
relationship is important then the audience is paying attention 
and they are invested emotionally, so when the laugh comes it’s 
much bigger and much more satisfying for them and us. Instead 
of just being tickled, they have an emotional stake in what they 
are watching. 

JE: I find that I’m sensitive to that cheap joke in real life as well.  

SA: Take note, readers.  
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JE: Life supplies the humor… in the form of challenges or absur-
dity so I wonder why we work so hard to layer on crappy pun 
jokes. It really feels like junk food, like once you give it up it 
you’re like, “Cheetos, who bought those?” 

SA: It’s the difference between serving the game or serving the 
scene. You reach a point where the game is not as fun as, you 
know… acting.  

JE: I like the feeling of getting lost in something bigger than me, 
so that I am surprised too. I get to go on the journey as well. In 
something more game driven, I’m not going for the ride, I’m dri-
ving and crafting it. I prefer to abandoned some control because I 
get to have as much fun as the audience. I don’t know what the 
f&*# is going to happen next EITHER. 

SA: Yeah. Yeah. It’s fun to play with you because your character 
knows exactly where she is and what’s happening but there is also 
an element I can see in you that you are walking the tight rope 
and you know you can fall at any moment and… you are just go-
ing to start dancing.  

JE: (laughing) Oh, no… 

SA: Yeah. And I’m standing on the same tight rope and when you 
start dancing, I’m like, “Oh no… She is going to knock me off. I’m 
going to fall hard.” But generally it doesn’t happen because you’re 
so skillful. 

JE: (laughing) It’s funny, in the moment it doesn’t feel like a risk. 
But it makes sense because I like raw, genuine commitment in 
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the comedy I watch. I think it’s what we both love about The Ding 
Dong Show (The Comedy Store, Los Angeles). It has that out of 
control element that I crave in long-form. A fellow comedian 
once said, “You know why you and Scott love The Ding Dong 
Show so much? Because you have dove so deep into comedy that 
only absurdity surprises you two.” 

SA: (laugh) That is very true. Very, very true. 

JE: BUT even when all formulas are removed, when it’s nothing 
but raw absurdity, there are still patterns. They are just way more 
unpredictable. The other path is to use the set formulas and se-
lection of funny words which will entertain people who prefer to 
feel more safe.  

SA: Yeah, like in the play The Sunshine Boys, the older comedian 
tells the younger comedian to use words with the letter K, like 
chicken is funny, pickle is funny… the K sound is funny. 

JE: To me the only way that is funny is to explore that character 
who thinks that. 

SA: And that is exactly what Neil Simon was saying about the 
two generations, one generation that saying that is true and an-
other generation that says, “Look at that man who thinks that’s 
how comedy works.” 

JE: In comedy, I need to go down the path of the unknown.  

SA: You definitely are someone who wants to, on stage, walk 
around the red light district and see what’s down this alley.  
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JA: Yeah, I do… (laughing) 

SA: And you might get killed. But it would be worth it because 
you might see something as you are dying. 

JE: Yeah, that’s a really good way of putting it. I feel that way in 
life. I like thinking about death… just enough to make me really 
live. And that’s why I am particular about how I approach im-
prov, I always want to go deeper. So I really sat on how, in our 
last show, I felt that I was still somehow floating on the surface. I 
went to some old habits, played it safe without realizing it… 
maybe because I was tired from the previous two shows. I felt I 
was able to do the elementary things like stay in character, stay 
connected and listen, but many of my characters lacked a drive or 
want. Like, “why here, why today, why with this person?” Find-
ing, feeling, and discovering those wants takes an incredible 
amount of focus because you have to use the reality that is in 
front you. You have to dream above and below that reality. 

SA: And that works really well if you can stay out of your head 
and not get in there and start writing. 

JE: Yes. 

SA: It’s about making a snap decision and getting under that and 
then exploring down that alley to see if there is anything else you 
can adjust. Wants are happening at every moment of your life. 
And it’s just a matter of recognizing it from the filter of what you 
have created so far.  
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JE: And this way of playing speaks to me because I like to feel 
the pull of life through the experience of someone else. And in 
our last show I wasn’t locking into the wants as gracefully as I 
would have like to have. It was helpful after the show to talk 
about it. Which is one of my favorite things about you, you like to 
talk about the show. That’s pretty uncommon for veteran per-
formers. During the show I felt a bit stuck and you were able to 
speak to some of the underlying causes.  

SA: I think when I’m tired or not mentally prepared for a show 
my laziness comes out in just responding in relation to what will 
get a laugh instead of what my character is responding to. So in-
stead of shopping for a line, like I do when I’m lazy, I need to be 
in that “4th wall” room and really know that what my partner is 
saying is really having an effect on me. INSTEAD of using the gift 
that my partner gave me to get myself a laugh. That is what I do 
when I am lazy, I use what you just said to get a laugh.  

JE: I get that. Seeing it as a brick to build the scene OR a brick to 
exchange for a laugh. When we go for the joke we cut the brick in 
half, or crumble it and it loses its integrity. This brick was meant 
to build a collaborative dream. 

SA: You want them invested. 

JE: And you are right, shopping for a line is exactly what it feels 
like when you are going for the joke. But when you are trying to 
build a scene you are acting more like an architect.  
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SA: Right, they both involve the risk of getting into your head. 
Shopping for a line for the obvious reasons but also considering 
and stepping back and putting your finger on your chin and say-
ing, “What do I want here?” 

JE: (laughing) True. 

SA: That’s why there is golden cradle of being in the right mind-
set to just respond honestly, where you’re embodying your char-
acter and not steering the ship too much. Letting the character be 
ahead of you. 

JE: When I get lazy I can get lost in my environment, quietly ex-
ploring without offering enough of that often-needed forward 
momentum. In the last show I had the intention on starting the 
scene with more forward energy and not getting too lost in the 
more subtle element. But what ended up happening is I went in 
with this forward energy and I created a momentum without 
wants, just plowing through like a train. I had elements moving 
forward like a voice or a feeling but it was ahead of me so when I 
tried to tap into what I wanted I couldn’t seem to find it.  

SA: And also when you do that, you are sort of isolating yourself 
from your partner. Because you are not presenting them with the 
pursuit you have. Say you are playing with your hair and you’re 
fascinated by your hair, well as your partner, well… everything is 
a gift BUT it’s all on me. It’s not so much a gift because you’re not 
including me in how fascinating your hair is. And so that explo-
ration is valid but it’s putting a burden on me. But if you invite 
me to explore your hair with you than that’s something else, that 
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helps me a lot. That is something I can receive as a gift instead of 
invent as a gift.  

JE: I hear that. And for any new improvisors who may be reading 
this, to be clear, that “invitation” we speak of is of course not lit-
eral but a nonverbal invitation of want. It’s not like, “Hey what do 
you think of my hair?” but more like I’m twirling my hair to get 
you to flirt with me because I want to steal you away from my sis-
ter. That action is connected to the want if I invite you energeti-
cally into my world. But if I'm cut off and fascinated by own hair, 
how does one enter that? 

SA: Unless I invent a way to do that, which I am not saying is 
completely wrong. We are both creative people and you made a 
decision, “I’ll do this and see what he does.” But sometimes, de-
pending on how focused you are on your hair, it again leaves me 
out. 

JE: True. Well… all good things to ponder. I have a lot to sleep 
on before our next show.  

Adsit and Eveleth perform at festivals and theaters all over the 
US. To find our more visit www.somniafilms.wixsite.com/info or 
email somniafilmsla@gmail.com 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LETTER FROM THE 
FUTURE 

TED TREMPER 
Author’s note: 

My friends at The Hambook asked me to write a piece about what I’ve learned 
about producing improvised/scripted content for film/video. In order to es-
chew my fears of coming across as a condescending know-it-all turd, I’ve de-
cided to voice these thoughts as a letter to myself in the past. 

A letter I receive on May 1, 2011 to be exact. 

If you’re looking for more technical knowledge on filmmaking, I learned near-
ly everything I know from constant failure, lynda.com, Vimeo Film School, 
and the blog “NoFilmSchool.com." All, especially the first one, can teach you 
far more than I ever could. 

And if I can leave you with only one piece of actual advice, it comes slightly 
paraphrased from Neil Gaiman: 

 There are only three rules to being successful… 

• Do good work. 
• Show up on time. 
• And be fun to play with.  

Otherwise, I hope you’re all well. Don’t forget to tip your bar and waitstaff. 

Yours truly, 

Ted Tremper 
Los Angeles, CA 
March 6, 2018  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May 1, 2011 

Dear Ted, 
Hi there. It’s me — you. I’m writing to you from nearly seven 
years in the future.  

Don’t believe me? That’s understandable.  

Here’s a bit of proof: tomorrow night at about 9PM Central, Pres-
ident Obama is going to have a press conference and announce 
that we killed Osama Bin Laden. 

Fucker was in Pakistan all this time. 

As you’re reading this, a bunch of guys from a military squad 
called, “Seal Team 6,” are on their way to his compound. They’re 
gonna bust in, shoot him in the eyeball, then take his body and 
throw it off an aircraft carrier in the middle of the ocean. Kinda 
nuts, huh? 

In any case, I’m here to give you some advice.  

You’re doing pretty well right now. 

You just won that Vimeo Award for Break-ups. Pretty awesome. 
You’ve got your first manager. Well done. And as I recall, you’ve 
just gotten back from the Second City boat contract (more on that 
later.) 

Right now, you’re working at that production company, which is 
great. One of the best decisions you made was intentionally seek-
ing out work with productions companies, so you learn how 
shoots work, and even borrow their gear from time to time. 
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You’re positioning yourself to become a somewhat competent 
filmmaker some day. Congratulations. 

Now for the “advice” part: 
It’s probably no secret to you, but a lot of people in Chicago really 
don’t like you right now. And guess what? They’re right.  

For the first few years you’ve been there, you’ve been a really self-
righteous asshole. 

I’m sure that’s hard to hear. Trust me, I know more than anyone 
that your dickishness is fueled by a terrifying dread that you’re a 
talentless failure. But it doesn’t matter. 

People care about how you make them feel, and right now you 
come off as a dismissive egoist. And most destructively: someone 
who’s not very fun to play with. 

You’ll realize I’m right when that slot you were promised on a 
Harold team after you got off the boat disappears. SPOILER 
ALERT: you’re going to have to wait almost a year to audition 
because the people running the auditions hate you (justifiably). 
They’re going to try to pass you over, but Charna is going to 
force them to put you on a team. Then, after one schedule, 
they’re going to cut your team and place almost everyone on a 
new team except you. Sorry, dick. 

But, that’s OK. 

Because if you realize you’re being an asshole—and I mean, really 
truly internalize that—almost everyone will forgive you. 
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Some won’t, and that’s their right. Some will quite literally (and 
successfully) sabotage your career as a performer, but that’s OK 
too. Because the important part is, once you begin accepting 
yourself, loving your friends and their ideas, and cherishing this 
stupid and brilliant art form you’ve decided to dedicate your life 
to, you’ll start having something that you haven’t had your first 
four years in Chicago: 

Fun. 

Once you stop worrying about being “the best,”—a fucking ridicu-
lous notion when it comes to scenic improvisation—and start al-
lowing yourself to have fun, you’ll end up becoming who I hope 
we are now: a friend and collaborator who makes a conscious ef-
fort to be kind, loving, respectful, and encouraging without any 
expectation of anything in return. Someone who allows them-
selves to be stupid, and silly, and joyful, and terrified. A person 
who knows they are deeply flawed, but also understands that you 
can’t hate-away your own imperfections. 

Please note: I’m not saying that we actually are that person 
now. I’m probably just as big of an asshole as you are, just 
triple-delusional. What I’m saying is, if you actually start trying 
to fix this shit, we might end up a happy person that people 
want to be around sooner than early May of 2017. 

That’s really the huge thing I wanted to tell you. 

But while I have you, here are some other things that might help, 
(in no particular order): 
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Keep making work. No matter what.  
When you were on that Second City ship, you had an idea for a 
television show called, “Shrink.” Recently, you pitched your man-
ager on the idea of making it into a pilot for the New York Televi-
sion Festival. He told you to not make it. “You should focus on 
selling a piece of writing,” he said. 

IGNORE THIS MAN! 

You end up wasting two months of your life writing the buddy-
cop script he asked for, and it doesn’t amount to anything. You 
know why? You didn’t want to write a buddy-cop script! You 
wanted to make Shrink! 

And even after you make Shrink, you still fuck up! You become so 
worried about making something that’s not as good, you essen-
tially stop making films in Chicago altogether. It’s pure cow-
ardice! 

So I’m here to tell you: continue making everything you can while 
you’re in Chicago. Make things all the time. Films, podcasts, 
sketch shows, anything!  

You are surrounded by a wealth of brilliant performers, beautiful 
FREE locations, and pals with an indefatigable desire to create 
art. And you’re never going to believe this, but when you’re 34, 
things like just waking up and moving around HURTS YOUR 
BODY. 

So use the energy, and general ability to move your limbs without 
pain, and keep making things! 
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Learn Every Job. 
The concept of an auteur filmmaker who comes out of nowhere, 
plops her ass down in a director’s chair and starts making beauti-
ful work, is, (as far as I can tell), complete and utter horse fluff. 

Every successful filmmaker I know started by doing grunt work, 
(if they were lucky enough to have a job in the industry). Then, 
after years of persistence, they learned how to do literally every 
job, and started cranking out their own films. Shitty, horrible 
films at the start—sometimes for years—then work that was wor-
thy or sharing with other people. 

By learning to do every job, you also gain sympathy for each per-
son you will be hiring when you are the boss. You can applaud 
their work with genuine praise, commiserate over difficult days, 
and celebrate the amazing ones. 

Learn every job. It is not always a joyful path, but it is an honor-
able one. 

Make Promises to People You’re Terrified to Disap-
point. 
When you do make Shrink, you ask Tim Baltz, (the guy from 
Family Treehouse Boat Accident and Best Friggin’ Time of Your 
Life), to be the star. This is an amazing decision for a several rea-
sons. 

First, he’s one of the best improvisers of his generation. What’s 
more: he’s an even better actor than he is an improviser. Your re-
spect for his artistry will propel you keep going with the project 
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when your life completely turns to shit around this time next 
year.  

(Sorry—I don’t have enough space to really tell you about that, 
but there is some seriously shitty, life changing stuff of the hori-
zon. You get through it, but it’s not easy. Just remember: no 
matter what happens, you will always have music.) 

Ninety percent of filmmaking is persistence. Showing up and 
filming stuff is incredibly fun! Everybody loves that part. But the 
key is to develop what Quincy Jones calls, “Ass Power.” The abili-
ty to park your butt in a seat and keep writing, editing, and plan-
ning after everybody goes home or gives up. 

And making promises of finished work to geniuses like Tim Baltz 
is a darn good motivator.  

Never Try To Replace An Apple Laptop’s Battery 
Yourself. 
You try this in early 2017, and it destroys your logic board. Those 
things are superglued in there for a reason. Just pay the $250 
and have the “geniuses” do it. 

Develop Your Own Process And Trust It If It Works. 
There’s not a film school in this country that would recommend 
shooting improv as a foundation for building a career in film, but 
improv is what you love. Keep investing in it. 

And if this letter causes some weird-ass butterfly effect where you 
end up only wanting to film time-lapses of log cabins being built, 
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that’s ok too! Most of the world thinks that’s a hell of a lot more 
entertaining than improv. 

My point is: the world is big enough that if you create any kind of 
good, honest work, it will find an audience. 

Always Yield To The Better Idea. 
In my timeline, you end up working at The Daily Show as a field 
producer and doing a piece with Jordan Klepper—one of the oth-
er guys from Family Treehouse Boat Accident.  

The piece, called “Good Guy with a Gun,” sought to prove Klep-
per could pass the Texas Conceal Carry exam after a single day of 
training. But, when you were working with the firearms instruc-
tor, he let you know about a loophole whereby Klepper could mail 
his certificate of completion of the New Jersey based NRA safety 
course to Florida, and the state of Florida would send him a real 
concealed handgun license through the mail that would be hon-
ored in 30 states. So that’s what we did instead. 

I know that’s confusing, but the point is: when you’re shooting 
something—especially something improvised—go in with a solid 
plan, but be present enough to completely ditch your plan when a 
better idea comes along. 

Look into Positive Psychology 
This is useful in developing the self-love you’ll need to stop being 
such an asshole to people. Here’s a jumpstart guide: 
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At the end of each day write down three things you really loved, 
relive one of those memories in paragraph long detail, exercise, 
and meditate. That’s it.  

If you want to know more, The Happiness Advantage by Shawn 
Achor is a good place to start. 

Have A Purpose. 
You started making films for a very simple reason: you wanted to 
make people watching improv on film feel the way you do when 
you’re watching it in person. But that falls away after a while.  

For years you lose your purpose.  

Working at The Daily Show helps you find it again. It becomes, 
“to use comedy to elucidate hypocrisy.” But then the 2016 presi-
dential election kind of fucks that all up.  

Right now it’s just, “To make good, honest work.” Which feels OK 
for the time being. 

Regardless of what you say your purpose it, being able to speak it 
out loud somehow helps. 

Call Grandpa More Often. 
During a routine stint replacement in the winter of 2016, an 
anesthesiologist at Overtake Hospital accidentally kills him. 

You miss him a lot. And you really wish you had recorded more of 
your conversations like you always said you were going to. 
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If You Find Yourself Hating Someone Or Something, 
Try To Find One Thing About Them That Makes 
Them Vulnerable Or Interesting. 
When you’re working at I Love You, America with Sarah Silver-
man, you meet a dog named Olive. 

Olive is a plastic cone wearing, half-brained, half-pug half-chi-
huahua who everyone in the office hates because she shits every-
where. Literally every office in the building. 

But one day, after months of seeing Olive wearing that little plas-
tic cone around her hideous little head, you ask her owner what’s 
wrong with her. 

“Oh, nothing,” he says. “She just likes wearing the cone.” 

Let me repeat that: 

“She just likes wearing the cone.” 

And with that, your heart cracks wide open. For some reason the 
idea of a dog liking the one thing all dogs are born to hate, makes 
you stop hating Olive, and start loving her.  

I’ll invite you to do the same thing with all the people you dislike 
in your life. Because really, in the end, we’re all just stupid little 
dipshit asshole dogs with cones on our heads. 

And we all deserve to be loved. 

That’s pretty much it. 
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I could go on, but I’ve probably done enough to completely fuck 
up the space time continuum. If I wake up tomorrow to discover 
I’m a crab fisherman in the Bering Sea, I’ll know why. 

But really, again, if you’ve read this far, I just hope you give your-
self permission to stop being so goddamn afraid all the time and 
start loving yourself. It’s really the key to everything.  

I know you won’t, but that’s OK too. 

In the meantime, see you later, asshole.  

Love,  

You. 

P.S. I almost forgot. Buy a fuckload of Bitcoin! Like, right now. I 
know you have no idea what I’m talking about, but look it up to-
morrow. We’ll thank me later.  
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